Designer & Front-End Developer (WordPress)
/Freelance, Remote

Eurozine is looking for a web designer & developer for long-term cooperation on support and ongoing developments of our Wordpress-based website.

In case of interest, please contact m.akyel@eurozine.com, with your detailed offer including your portfolio, introduction & a price quote (€/hour).

**Main tasks**

Homepage revision (Conceptualization/structuring within corporate design guidelines). Especially the front page-headliner area is a burning issue right now. Looking for a more elegant and user friendly solution which would work on mobile as well.

- Prototype and implement changes to the Eurozine website such as sidebars, pop-up ‘streaming’ or ‘support us’ campaigns etc.
- Signing up to the Newsletter should be more prominent.
- The basic strategy is to keep users exploring.
- Implementation of a video/podcast section below the main page.
- Design and implementation of banners to replace disclaimer texts in review items and editorial incl. call for subscriptions for Newsletter (subscription mask)
- Send to e-reader button
- Accessibility & Augmentative measures: Loud reader plugin

**Maintenance**

- Urgent bugs, ie. Sometimes things don’t appear where they should, which should be taken care of ASAP as we are in publishing.
- Frequent back-ups
- Wordpress Updates and Plug-in Updates
- Disabling/enabling some options as need be such as ‘Read more’ in some sidebars

**Requirements**

- Experience with online publishing would be desirable.
- Excellent communication skills in English
- Fluent in WordPress coding. The EZ theme for WordPress is quite complicated under the hood, almost everything is tailor-made, so a lot of custom code
- Most important is experience in PHP, WordPress, WordPress themes/plugins, SQL (database) and also some limited knowledge of server usage when logging in and deploying the new versions to live server.